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XPR 4550 is one of the newest two way radio from Motorola. The handy radios are of immense use
and they are used generally in trade and commerce world in different industries and for a variety of
objectives. Here is a concise guide to what one can expect from this appliance. It combines the
most excellent of digital technology with two-way radio. That is because the motorola xpr 4550
digital mobile radio delivers increased power with longer battery, outstanding voice quality due to its
latest age speakers and the microphones and built-in data communication through the industry is
leading third party application developer program.

It is accessible in VHF and UHF frequency band. xpr4550 features a built-in GPS module and an
alpha-numeric display. It has an ability of up to 1,000 channel four programmable buttons along with
a big volume button for use without difficulty and a great, front projecting speaker which is available
easily. Thus, there are no buttons which are unnecessary. For well-defined usage, it is ideal. In
terms of designing also, it is one of the most excellent appliances. The body is made from better
quality fibers and materials so that they can be used easily in the rough situations.

The pricing is slight exclusive but in terms of its use. It can receive the crisp and the clear signals
from even some tough locations and its two-way function makes it portable and easy for use for an
individual. With all these benefits, one opts for the xpr 4550 definitely, if one is thinking of
purchasing a handy radio. It will certainly provide the first-rate service to an individual.
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For more information on a motorola xpr 4550, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a xpr4550!
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